FALL 2023

ART AND ART HISTORY CLASSES

ARTH 275 A  WESTERN ART I: ANCIENT – MED
ARTH 276 A  WESTERN ART II: RENAISS-MODERN
ARTH 278 A  SURVEY OF ASIAN ART
ARTH 362 A  LATE ANTIQUITY & BYZANTIUM
ARTH 369 A  TWENTIETH CENTURY CHINESE ART
ARTS 101 A  VIS. CONC. DRAWING/PAINTING
ARTS 102 A  PRINCIPLES OF 3D DESIGN
ARTS 103 A  DRAWING AND PRINT MEDIA
ARTS 104 A  VISUAL CONCEPTS DIGITAL MEDIA
ARTS 247 A  CERAMICS: BEGINNING WHEEL
ARTS 251 A  PAINTING
ARTS 281 A  BEG PRINTMAKING RELIEF/INTAGLIO
ARTS 288 A  ART FROM CODE
ARTS 390 A  THEMES, METHODS, AND MAKING
HUM  330 A  TAO AND LANDSCAPE ART
SSI1  120 A  HAGIA SOPHIA IN ISTANBUL
SSI1  120 B  HAGIA SOPHIA IN ISTANBUL